FULL DAY TOUR TO POSTOJNA
CAVE&PREDJAMA CASTLE AND PIRAN
Contact: dr. Monika Kavalir
Date: 15.-18.9.2022

FULL DAY TOUR: PEARLS OF POSTONJA CAVE WITH PREDJAMA CASTLE AND ENCHANTING
PIRAN
Itinenary:
08:30 - departure from Ljubljana
10:00 - tour of Postojna Cave
12:00 - photostop in Predjama Castle
12:30 - departure for Piran
13:30 - arrival in Piran
13: 30-14: 30 -free time for lunch
14:30 -16:00 - guided tour of Piran
16:30 - departure to Ljubljana
18:00 - arrival in Ljubljana
Duration: 8:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
POSTOJNA CAVE:
Discover the mysterious underground world of Postojna Cave, which was first described in the 17th
century and was ready to be visited more than 200 years ago.
While riding a special electric train and walking through the cave, you will get to know the most famous
and special cave creature - the human fish and explore the beautiful underground passages and
galleries with spectacular stalactites, stalagmites, limestone curtains and other natural stone forms.
PREDJAMA CASTLE:
In the idyllic village of Predjama lies a fairy-tale medieval stone castle, which has stood in the middle
of a 123-meter-high cliff for more than 800 years. The castle is special because it is built into the rock
on the half slope of the hill and is well known for the legend of the knight Erasmus - "Slovenian Robin
Hood".
Inside the castle you can see various original objects and hear an impressive story of a natural vertical
shaft (secret passage) with an exit at the top of a cliff used by the knight Erasmus.
Interesting fact: Predjama Castle is listed in the Guinness Book of Records as the largest cave castle in
the world!
PIRAN:
After visiting Postojna Cave and Predjama Castle, we will drive towards the Slovenian coast full of
impressions. Past the coastal towns of Koper, Izola and Portorož to the popular medieval town of Piran.
A guided walk through a charming and picturesque Mediterranean city with narrow cobbled streets,
galleries, hidden corners and unique houses. The town is located on a peninsula with a lighthouse at
the most exposed point and the church of St. Jurij, which lies above the old town, has its own special
look that you will not find anywhere else in the world.
Piran is known as one of the oldest cities in Slovenia and the remains of the Piran walls are just one of
the sights that prove it.
It is definitely worth mentioning the most famous and at the same time the oldest house on Tartini
Square - "Venetian", built in the 15th century. The house and its famous balcony carry a romantic story
of forbidden love.

If you want to feel its true charm in Piran, treat yourself with coffee or tea in one of the many local
restaurants or cafes and admire one of the most beautiful sunsets you have ever seen.
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